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SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS 

An honorably discharged and decorated U.S. Army Officer with demonstrated experience as a highly 
motivated and results-driven professional, recognized for a commitment to excellence, and sound 
business acumen, who administers dependable and strategic decision making, directing, consulting, and 
managing all facets of operations to successfully achieve targeted organizational goals.  

Self-motivated professional, offering leadership and complex decision making expertise, strong 
knowledge of program management, logistics operations, and a deep understanding of supply chain 
management initiatives. A multitude of versatile skills that promote high levels of efficiency and 
productivity. Many years of experience planning, directing, and supervising all activities of large scale 
maintenance, logistics and supply operations that will enhance any agency.  

A proven program manager, providing efficient and effective project management knowledge, 
that focuses on strong operations oversight, dedication to staff training, and junior leader development. 
Complete understanding and demonstrated experience of computer technology and office automation 
for unbeaten administrative operations and mission success.  Personally dedicated to maintaining a 
reputation built on quality, service, and uncompromising ethics. 
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE   
 
Defense Management Contract Agency (DCMA) SEP 2012 to present 
Supply Management Specialist  
XXX, CA                                          Hours/week: 40 
Supervisor: XXX XXXX                                 Salary: $XX83.00     
Supervisor may be contacted                                       Telephone: XXX-XXX-XXXX 
 
Assigned as a supply management specialist, providing oversight and verifying control of a large 
network of defense suppliers. Works as part of a Program Support Team (PST) that performs Contract 
Administration Services (CAS) of manufacturing and production operations of a major defense contract. 
Operates as a government representative, responsible for maintaining a direct line of communication 
between the Department of Defense (DoD), Air Force, and Prime Contractor, and major suppliers that 
influence the design and development of major weapons systems. 
 
Daily duties include auditing, investigating, and resolving challenges related to acquisition, logistics, 
and contract administration. Serve as an advisor to executive management on the application, impact, 
and effectiveness of prime contractor supply chain risk management, and logistics operations. Conduct 
analyses of production characteristics and monitor manufacturing capabilities, resources, and interpret 
policies and procedures for accuracy. Review pre-award surveys for legal compliance, and recommend 
changes to contracts based on experience. Establish functional, and enterprise level metrics to ensure 
continuous improvement of stakeholder supply chain processes. Uses extensive knowledge of DoD 
and government database systems, as well as, Microsoft office applications to analyze, forecast, and 
resolve difficult issues and problems involving supply chain processes, work methods, supply data 
management, and day to day operational procedures.  
 



Performed temporary duties as the Industrial Specialist Supervisor in the absence of the permanent 
supervisor. During the temporary assignment I was responsible for collecting and reporting data on five 
ACAT-1 defense programs; attended staff meetings, and briefed senior leadership on any ongoing 
issues; provided guidance and direction to a team of five industrial specialists, four supply management 
specialists, one logistics management specialist, and one industrial engineer. 
 
Recognized by DCMA leadership as the subject matter expert on supply chain, and selected to be a 
member of General Masiello’s working group responsible for writing the agencies first policy on supply 
chain management. Developed working relationships with senior leadership of the country’s largest 
defense contractor to ensure the product they produce enhances our nation’s warfighters ability to 
defend our nation. Created a Microsoft Excel based tool that tracks supply chain metrics, identifies 
supplier risk, and reports the current health of the supply chain within an ACAT-1 program. This tool 
assists the PST in performing multi-functional contract surveillance. 
 

 Designed and developed an Microsoft Excel based tool to identify, communicate, and mitigate 
risk associated with the extensive network of DoD suppliers 

 Hand selected by DCMA Headquarters to be a member of a working group chartered by LTG 
Masinello to develop and write the agencies first supply chain policy. 

 Selected as the Supply Management Specialist Technical Lead at the CMO. 
 Recognized as a supply chain subject matter expert by two CMO Commanders, the Deputy 

Director, and Manufacturing and Production Group Chief. 
 Filled in as the Manufacturing and Production Team Lead during the absence of the Team 

Lead. 
 Extensive knowledge of DoD and government database systems, as well as, Microsoft office 

applications. 
 Analyze and resolve difficult issues and problems, involving supply processes, work methods, 

supply data management, and day to day operational procedures. 
 
 
United States Army                        SEP 2011 to MAY 2012 
Warrior in Transition/Army Emergency Relief Officer 
Fort Drum, NY                                         Hours/week: 40 
Supervisor: XXXXX XXXX                                 Salary: $XX00.00     
Supervisor may be contacted                                        Telephone: XXX-XXX-XXXX 
 
Volunteered as an Army Emergency Relief Officer (AERO) while transitioning from the Army to the 
civilian sector, as a wounded warrior assigned to the Army Warrior Transition Unit (WTU). My duties 
included, quickly responding to soldiers during emergency situations, and providing emergency loans to 
assist them in managing stressful situations, and to relieve immediate financial hardships. Ensured and 
ascertained compliance with all Army Emergency Relief policies and procedures and provided effective 
financial counseling and assistance to families in crisis. Developed recommendations to help Soldiers 
with highly complex personnel, and administrative problems. Created, monitored and oversaw financial 
management budgets used to assist customers through difficult financial difficulties. Effectively 
maintained financial oversight for large sums of funds slated for emergency use. Utilized conflict 
resolution techniques to provide Soldiers with possible solutions to complex problems related to military 
service, personal hardships, and social issues. Assessed, and monitored at risk soldiers, and offered 
mitigation suggestions to upper management, while ensuring appropriate social services were in place 
to help Soldiers in their time of need.  
 
 
 
 
 



United States Army                                                                                    JAN 2008 to SEP 2011 
Aviation Maintenance Officer 
Fort Drum, NY / Afghanistan / Iraq                            Hours/week: 40 
Supervisor: XXXXXXXXXXXX                            Salary: $XX00.00  
Supervisor may be contacted                                        Telephone: XXX-XXX-XXXX 
 
Served as the Task Force aviation supply officer, and production control officer providing guidance to 
15 first line supervisors, that were responsible for 60 soldiers, and 35 civilian contractors performing 
work involving aircraft maintenance, quality control, shipping, receiving, handling, storing 15,000 lines 
of high value parts. Managed maintenance and availability of 40 combat, and aeromedical aircraft in a 
highly physically demanding and stressful forward deployed location. Lead multi-mission, complex 
military combat support operations that covered an area comparable to a small city. This area included 
a medical center, a garrison, a supply depot, airstrip, and aviation maintenance facility. Prepared 
comprehensive aviation logistics and readiness reports, providing an in depth analysis, and my findings 
to executive management based on varied operational challenges, and mission requirements. 
 
As the Task Force aviation supply officer, I planned and conducted detailed management studies and 
analyzed the results to forecast inventory levels, basic load requirements, and the impact of supply 
operations on combat aviation, and medical evacuation aircraft operations. Used a wide variety of DoD 
enterprise tools to locate, manage, and acquire high priority aviation repair parts required to fix 
grounded aircraft, and weapons systems. Exercised budgeting and fiscal control over the Task Force’s 
distribution, storage, and inventory control of 15,000 lines of stock valued at over $50 million dollars. 
 
My duties as a production control officer involved, reviewing immediate and long range training plans, 
and recommending training objectives to executive leadership on aircraft maintenance, property 
accountability, and inventory management operations. Assigned the goals and objectives to a multi-
functional team of supervisors in charge of 60 Soldiers, and 35 civilians, responsible for all aviation 
maintenance, logistics, and supply operations of an aviation Task Force providing 40 combat aircraft in 
Afghanistan, Regional Area East. Developed, Implemented, and evaluated Downed Aircraft Response 
Team (DART) policies and procedures, and conducted jobsite training in safety, repair and 
maintenance techniques, operational procedures and equipment use. Established long-range 
movement plans, operational support schedules, and work priorities to support multiple locations in the 
combat theater.  
 
 
United States Army         OCT 2001 to JAN 2008 
Aviation Maintenance Non Commissioned Officer                                                                               
Fort Irwin, CA, Korea, and Schofield Barracks, HI                                   Hours/week: 40 
Supervisor: XXXXXXX                                        Salary: $XX00.00 
Supervisor may be contacted                                        Telephone: XXX-XXX-XXXX 
 
Selected over 15 more senior managers to perform duties as the Detachment Sergeant of the United 
States Army Air Ambulance Detachment. Responsible for the health, welfare and training of 36 aircraft 
mechanics, flight medics and supply personnel supporting a detachment that performed over 300 
medical evacuation missions at the National Training Center (NTC), Fort Irwin, CA and the surrounding 
area. Selected as the Battalion flight instructor, and standardization instructor charged with training, 
testing, and qualifying all Company flight instructors, and assigned aircrew members. Conducted over 
200 flight evaluations, which included, oral, written, and practical examinations. Supported the 
detachment safety program that was recognized with the FORSCOM Commanders Special Safety 
award. Directed employees focused on work-related issues and assisted employees to reevaluate and 
correct job-skill deficiencies. Assured quality control initiatives through technical inspections of 
maintenance procedures, services, and battle damage repairs ensuring quality and airworthiness. 

 



United States Army                                                                                  APR 1999 to OCT 2001 
15T UH-60 Blackhawk Helicopter Repairer 
Korea                                                                                 Hours/week: 40 
Supervisor: XX XXX                                                             Salary: $ XXXX.00      
Telephone: Unknown                                    
 
Performed maintenance and services on complex air weapons systems using intricate aviation 
diagnostic tools and equipment, and interpreted and applied advanced technical publications directives. 
Monitored and advised pilots of flight status regarding critical components and aircraft systems during 
all phases of Blackhawk flight operations. Flew over 700 day, night and NVG flight hours in support of 
range wildfire suppression throughout South Korea. Researched, developed, and created a non-rated 
aircrew member “ground school” that included on the job instruction for newly arriving aircrew 
members. This included developing all the academic material, instruction plans, and testing material for 
the course which was one month long. 
 
Education / Training  
 

Civilian Education:  

Pursuing Bachelors in Operations Management at North Central Institute. 58 credit hours completed. 
 
Department of Defense (DoD) Education: 
 
DAWIA Level I Certification                   Sep 12 - 06 Oct 12 
Defense Acquisition University 
Online Distance Learning 
 
Focuses on developing and carrying out plans for the expansion, conversion, integration or utilization of 
industrial production facilities and conducts surveys of industrial plants to determine capacity and 
potential for production of specific commodities. Performing production surveillance/oversight of 
Defense contractors providing services or supplies (to include Contractor proposal reviews) based on 
mission and function of each agency and local organization. Performing planning, estimating, 
scheduling, or expediting the use of labor, machines, and materials in manufacturing operations 
producing equipment, systems, facilities, supplies, or maintenance. Performing supply chain 
surveillance/oversight of Defense contractors providing services or supplies (to include Contractor 
proposal reviews) based on mission and function of each agency and local organization. 
 
DAWIA Level II Certification                   Sep 14 – Mar - 15  
Defense Acquisition University 
Fort Lee, VA 
 
Training in program management, and effective teamwork to achieve desired DOD major weapons 
system programs. Focuses on risk management, contractual requirements, ethics, systems 
engineering, software development, information security, and logistics life cycle support. 
 
Surveillance Implications of Manufacturing and Subcontract Management.              Aug 14 – Sep 14       
Defense Acquisition University 
Fort Lee, Virginia 
 
The course provides students with concepts and tools in both Manufacturing Planning and Control, and 
Supply Chain Management concepts, enabling them to assess manufacturing systems, predict costs, 
monitor technical performance, and evaluate supply-chain risk levels. This course uses Lean, and Six 
Sigma management principles used by industry in manufacturing and production of goods supplied to 
the Federal government. Upon completion of the course, participants will be able to evaluate the 



likelihood that a given supplier will fulfill the requirements of a given contract, thereby enabling supply 
chain managers to make informed acquisition decisions. 

 

Military Education: 

 
Safety Officer Course                               Jan 10 – Feb 10                    
U.S. Army Combat Readiness Safety Center                              
Fort Rucker, AL 

The Safety Officer Course is a resident class that is designed to prepare officers to manage successful 
safety programs that mitigate accidents and positively impact mission readiness. Areas of study 
include; Aviation Accident Reporting, Airfield Safety, Traffic Safety, Accident Avoidance, Composite 
Risk Management, Accident Investigation, OSHA Safety, Hazardous Materials Safety, Alcohol and 
Drug Safety, and Occupational Health Safety. 

Aviation Maintenance Officer Course       Feb 08 – May 08       
Aviation Logistics School                                 Distinguished Honor  
           Graduate                                      
Fort Eustis, VA 

Focuses on learning to manage personnel, equipment, and facility assets to maintain and repair Army 
rotary and fixed wing aircraft. Organizes maintenance elements to inspect service, test, disassemble, 
repair, reassemble, adjust, replace parts, and retest aircraft or aircraft components. Prepares, 
implements, and maintains standing operating procedures for management of maintenance activities. 
Interprets regulations, technical manuals, and orders pertaining to maintenance of Army aircraft for 
commanders and subordinates. Supervises aviation equipment maintenance and repair shop, section, 
or platoon. Directs maintenance and accountability of organizational test equipment, supplies, and 
recovery equipment. 

Basic Officer Leadership Course (BOLC)                 Jan 08 – Feb 08             
U.S. Army Warrant Officer College                      
Fort Rucker, AL 

The Aviation Basic Officer Leader Course's (ABOLC-B) emphasis is on initial aviation indoctrination 
and includes training on leadership development, functional specialty development, field and unit 
Maintenance, common core tasks, digital systems and risk analysis training. 

Warrant Officer Candidate School (WOCS)                                                 Dec 07 – Jan 08             
U.S. Army Warrant Officer College                  Commandants List            
Fort Rucker, AL 

WOCS is a leadership development, training, education, assessment, and evaluation program rather 
than a program that provides training specifically related to a particular MOS helps Candidates develop 
their leadership qualities through meaningful and productive missions that provide a demanding and 
stressful environment by incorporating detailed and challenging constraints and high performance 
standards. 

In addition to intense leadership training, candidates are immersed in academic training which includes 
military history, management and leadership principles, writing, math and computer training. 

Basic Non Commissioned Officer Course (BNCOC)                                      Oct 04 - Feb 05          
NCO Academy                       
Fort Eustis, VA 



The course focuses on becoming a technical expert in the aviation career field, emphasizing technical 
inspection procedures and production control management. Areas of emphasis include weight and 
balance, Unit Level Logistics System-Aviation (ULLS-A) administration, aviation supply, non destructive 
testing and technical inspection skills. 

Military Awards 
 
Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medal, 2nd award, Joint Service Accommodation Medal, Army 
Accommodation Medal, 4th award, Army Achievement Medal, 7th award, Army Good Conduct Award 
3rd award, National Defense Service Medal, Afghanistan Campaign Medal (2 stars), Iraq Campaign 
Medal (2 stars), Global War on Terrorism Medal, Korean Defense Service Medal, and Combat Action 
Badge. 


